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Our Story
Opn. was founded in 2019 as the founder, Dwight Peters
saw a lack of representation in a field that went unnoticed

About Opn.

to many - tech repair. Over the summer, after his daughter

Opn. provides reliable,

nearby mall. It was at that moment that he realized there

same or next-day repair

were no “Black-owned” phone repair shops. At least none

and installation services to

that he has ever come across. Living in the greatest city of a

individuals looking for help

country in the midst of a struggle of racial justice, social

with their broken tech

equity, and “Black Lives Matter'' - Dwight wanted to tackle

devices, cleaning,

the role of bringing representation to this multi-billion dollar

assembling furniture,

market. He built Opn. to diversify the market, with the goal

mounting TV’s and other

of building the easiest and most convenient way for people

tasks.

to book appointments to get things done.
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broke his iPhone - he brought it to a local repair kiosk in his
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What makes Opn. different?
1

Trained Staff

2

Same or Next-day
Availability

3

200% Money Back
Guarantee!

Unlike other platforms, we do not

Book online in 55 seconds,

If you’re not happy, we'll come

send random third-party

scheduling your tech repair or

back to make it right!

“professionals” to you. Our

home service need for as early as

technicians have all been trained

today or tomorrow!

in-house, allowing our team to
provide a consistent level of
service with the Opn. stamp of
approval.
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Our founder
Dwight Peters is a father, activist and the founder
& CEO of Opn. - an online platform for booking
tech repair, household services and more. Prior to
founding Opn., Dwight was the founder of
BackersHub, a marketing platform helping
crowdfuning campaign creators reach their
targeted audience to increase their funding
capabilities. He also founded Slate & Stylus and
CrowdCases, each an iPhone & iPad accessories
brand selling cases, chargers and other useful
equipment for smart devices.
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Our technicians
Opn. technicians are vetted, background-checked
professionals who have years of experience.
Our staff is:
01. Background Checked
02. Reference Checked
03. Drug-Tested
04. Opn. Insured
05. Always On Time
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Why we are so proud of
Opn.
01. We provide world-class customer service.
02. Easy online booking, with upfront flat-pricing.
03. 200% guarantee: We fix it & refund if client
wouldnt recommend us to a friend.
04. 30 minute on time guarantee window. Fast,
friendly & expert customer service.
05. Reachable via telephone - our 1.800.941-3522
line is available 24/7.
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Initial service offering

iPhone
Repair

iPad
Repair

MacBook
Repair

TV
Mounting

Home
Cleaning

Furniture
Assembly

Video Doorbell
Installation

Roadside
Assistance

Painting

Covid-19
Disinfection
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How it works
1

3
2

Shakira needs her TV
mounted.
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Shakira makes an
appointment on
GetOPN.com

An Opn. professional
shows up on time and gets
the job done.
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Location:
8 West 126th Street, New York, NY 10027
(Located On The 3rd Floor In The WeWork Building)
Email: support@getOPN.com
Phone: 1-800-941-3522
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